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BY RICHARD A. SWANSON

Nurturing Workplace Expertise
Companies must analyze critical jobs and understand how to nurture the
expertise workers need to perform those tasks.
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supervisors. As a result, the business real

ized a 900 percent return on investment

in two years.

This strategy was not an academic ap

proach, nor was the solution a generic off

the-shelf model of good supervision; it

W:'lSt,mdu,:ti'Jll-sp,cciJficand company
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contrast, a large financial corpora

used an expensive off-the-shelf pro

to improve manage-

ment techniques. As an auditor for the

results of the program, I could find no evi

dence that the program had any impact on

the corporation. The generalities covered

in the program were interesting but did

not represent what people were required

to know and do to perform well on the job.

In other words, the program's generalities

did not hone workplace expertise.

Most organizations are ill-equipped to

develop and maintain expertise in their

work force. Rather than learn to do so,

many businesses simply decide to out

source work requiring specific expertise.

Sometimes that's appropriate, but much

workplace expertise is company-specific,

and it is impossible to hire such expertise

in the open market.

Whether they outsource it or not, many

companies fail to document the knowledge

and skills that comprise the critical expert

ise needed to achieve the organization's mis

sion. Without that documentation, when

an employee leaves or when the outside

expertise is no longer available, companies

must start over. Organizations that want to

survive and grow must deal purposefully

with the problems of procuring, develop

ing, and maintaining workplace expertise.

Managers must also be able to accu

rately gauge the expertise of employees.

Organizations that overestimate the in

nate capacity of workers can pay a heavy

price. In extreme cases, companies have

been forced to close down large-scale op

erations when their work force had nei

ther the expertise nor capacity to meet the

demands of new processes. Conversely,

underestimating the capacity of the work

force can hurt performance.

There are three aspects of workplace
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expertise that managers can document,
thereby establishing a path that new
workers can follow: the job description,

task inventory, and task analysis.

Job Description
A job description defines the boundaries of

a job. Consider the following job title as an

example: corporate director of human re
SQurces. Most managers would agree that
this is an impressive title, but what does a

director ofhuman resources really do? Let's z
~take a look at the job behind this title in one z

company and compare it with the job be- ~
hind the same title in a second company. ~

In 'Company A, the corporate director of ~
I

human resources heads the corporatewide ~

human resource department, supervises b
~
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Managing

in-process documents, should be comput

erized, because they will need to be re

vised. They can also be used as a basis for

quality improvement efforts, training ma

terials, and various forms of certification.

FaT the documentation of expertise to be

fully implemented, it should be readily

available to as many people in the organi"

zation as possible.

By following this process of document

ing job descriptions, task inventories, and

task analyses, every company can put it

self on the path to developing and main

taining in-house expertise.•

agement duties, Such employees rely on

communications skills or an understanding

of human nature that is hard to capture. For

example, a knowledge task might be to de"

velop positive working relationships with

third parties. Though dearly a critical task,

it cannot be directly observed ancl does not

tasks can be
these involve

n~hU_"1ranprocesses."

'continued from page 142

15 professionals, and manages a $2 million

budget. At Company B, the HR director

heads the corporatewide HR department,

supervises an administrative assistant,

and is responsible for proposing and im

plementing performance improvement

programs with no budget. In two quick

sentences, these seemingly similar jobs

are shown to be very different

Task Inventory
The task inventory v,rill provide a list of

the specific tasks a job entails. Managers

can determine what these tasks are by con

ducting surveys or by having employees

provide detailed reports of their activities.

The most effective method, however, is for

the manager to observe an employee's

work and then compile the inventOlY.

occur over a defined period of time.

Despite the difficulty, each of these

tasks should be formally documented in a

standardized format. The results should

be arranged in a matrix or chart that

clearly identifies each applicable tool and
lists each item from the task inventory

and how it is used by the employee.

The final documents, and many of the
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Task Analysis
Atask inventory highlights the discernible

parts of a job or work process. After devel

oping a task inventory, managers must

place each task into one of three categor

ies: procedures, systems, or knowledge.

Observing procedural tasks can be rela

tively simple because these involve step

by-step processes. For example, develop

ing a task inventory for a line worker on

a manufacturing floor will consist of list·

ing each step the employee must take to

complete the work.

Oth er task inventories can be more dif"

Hcult to compile, however. Some employ·

ees are involved in systems tasks, meaning

that they must rely on other employees

in different departments to achieve their

goals. Developing a task inventory for this

type of worker involves interviewing the

employee's colleagues and understanding

the work of everyone in all of the interre

lated gr~ups.

Even more difficult are task inventories

on employees who perfonn knowledge

tasks. These tasks are often related to man-


